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You are long SEK waiting for more
Our biannual survey of Financial Institutions and Corporates show the market has
flipped its previous short SEK position in April for a sizable long, led by Institutions who
are near record-long levels.
94% of the survey participants expect the next move from Riksbank to be a hike and
deems all krona market drivers but liquidity/volatility to be SEK positive.
We expect supportive SEK flows as the current account surplus has turned positive and
Swedish banks hold sizable FX deposits.
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The US election is the major event to pay attention to near-term; an undecided
outcome would strengthen the USD but the most likely scenario is a Biden win and a
continued USD-depreciation (also vs the SEK).

The prospects for the undervalued SEK improve further
SEK Views is our biannual flagship report on Swedish macro developments, Riksbank monetary
policy, the FX market outlook including also ad hoc research on relevant topics. As usual this report
contains our FX survey of the biggest FX trading counterparties in Sweden, asking them on their
positioning, SEK forecasts, Riksbank expectations etc. As stated above the market has swung in a
much more positive direction with a near record-long positioning at Swedish financial institutions.
Obviously, they came into the Covid-19 crisis with a long USD exposure that has now been trimmed.
The client survey strikes a positive outlook for the SEK and we agree that there is more room for
appreciation for the undervalued SEK. Apart from the client survey you will also find our
comprehensive flow analysis of the Swedish krona and our reasoning of why the Swedish Riksbank
looks to have changed its monetary policy regime. We also analyse what it would take to cut rates
back into negative territory again. We recommend positioning for additional appreciation as flows
and valuation remain positive.

This report is produced by Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) for institutional investors only. Information and opinions contained within this document are
given in good faith and are based on sources believed to be reliable, we do not represent that they are accurate or complete. No liability is accepted for any
direct or consequential loss resulting from reliance on this document Changes may be made to opinions or information contained herein without notice. Any US
person wishing to obtain further information about this report should contact the New York branch of the Bank which has distributed this report in the US.
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) is a member of London Stock Exchange. It is regulated by the Securities and Futures Authority for the conduct of
investment business in the UK.
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Trades & Recommendations
•

Buy EUR/USD 3m 1.18/1.16 put spread @ 0.6% (from Currency Strategy Sep 15)
–

•
•

Sell EUR/SEK targeting 9.90, stop above 10.55 on a daily close
Sell USD/SEK targeting 7.80, stop above 9.20 on a daily close
–

•

A trade recommendation from Currency Strategy: we expect a slightly stronger dollar heading into the US election but once the event
is passed the upside in EUR/USD will dominate targeting levels between 1.20-1.25 in mid-2021.

We expect SEK to continue to appreciate on the back of favourable valuation, a positive flow outlook and a relatively “hawkish”
Riksbank (compared to ECB and Fed).

Buy a 6 months 11.90/10.80 GBP/SEK double no-touch @ 27.5% of notional pay-out.
–

We forecast GBP/SEK to continue to trade sideways and think the risk-reward is attractive enough despite the obvious uncertainty
surrounding Brexit negotiations.

FX forecasts

FX
EUR/USD
EUR/SEK
EUR/NOK
EUR/CHF
USD/JPY
USD/CAD
EUR/GBP
AUD/USD
USD/SEK
GBP/SEK
NOK/SEK
JPY/SEK
CAD/SEK
AUD/SEK
CNY/SEK
CHF/SEK
GBP/USD
EUR/JPY

2020-10-14
1,173
10,363
10,87
1,074
105
1,31
0,912
0,716
8,831
11,368
0,953
8,37
6,72
6,32
1,31
9,65
1,287
123,8

FORECASTS
1M
1,16
10,30
10,80
1,08
105
1,34
0,92
0,73
8,88
11,20
0,95
8,46
6,63
6,51
1,30
9,54
1,261
121,8

Q4 20
1,18
10,25
10,70
1,08
104
1,34
0,91
0,75
8,69
11,26
0,96
8,35
6,48
6,51
1,27
9,49
1,297
122,7

Q1 21
1,20
10,05
10,45
1,09
103
1,33
0,88
0,76
8,38
11,42
0,96
8,13
6,30
6,37
1,23
9,22
1,364
123,6

Q2 21
1,22
10,00
10,30
1,10
102
1,31
0,87
0,76
8,20
11,49
0,97
8,04
6,26
6,23
1,22
9,09
1,402
124,4

Q3 21
1,24
9,90
10,20
1,11
101
1,30
0,86
0,77
7,98
11,51
0,97
7,90
6,14
6,15
1,20
8,92
1,442
125,2

Q4 21
1,25
9,85
10,20
1,12
100
1,29
0,85
0,78
7,88
11,59
0,97
7,88
6,11
6,15
1,19
8,79
1,471
125,0

Q1 22
1,26
9,80
10,00
1,13
100
1,28
0,85
0,70
7,78
11,53
0,98
7,78
6,08
5,44
1,18
8,67
1,482
126,0

Q4 22
1,28
9,60
9,80
1,15
98
1,27
0,85
0,70
7,50
11,29
0,98
7,65
5,91
5,25
1,14
8,35
1,506
125,4
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You are long and bullish SEK
Our survey of leading SEK trading Corporates and Institutions reveals a marked turn in
both krona positioning and sentiment. Unsurprisingly, the krona appreciation has not
passed our survey participants unnoticed and the shift from under- to overweighed SEK
has been fast, driven by record-long financial institutions. The market is seeing most FX
drivers as SEK positive and forecasts further appreciation albeit at a relatively slow
pace. 70% of polled clients favour SEK as the strongest currency in the coming 6 months
(compared to EUR, USD and NOK). SEK remains a pro-cyclical currency although 18%
cites defensive characteristics. The next move by the Riksbank is a hike although that
will happen in 2022 at the earliest. Finally, 48% expect Joe Biden to win the US
election, an uncertain outcome would be the most USD/SEK positive scenario followed
by a Trump win.
SEK Views survey on client positioning

Historical SEK positioning
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Record-fast turnaround in positioning. Our bi-annual survey of the leading SEK trading
corporates and institutions shows a significant turnaround in the sentiment and positioning in the
SEK. In the previous survey from April this year the average survey participant was short SEK and
perceived the market to be record-short SEK. As we were just moving through the most intensive
part of the Covid-19 pandemic and its effect on the global economy, the market anticipated the krona
to behave as it has during the previous global recessions i.e. falling sharply. However, the fast
turnaround in the fortunes of the SEK has obviously changed the sentiment amongst our survey
participants as well. As regards corporates the changes in the SEK positioning is never that dramatic,
however institutions have made a very swift change and now have a record-long SEK positioning in
the survey’s 20-year history. One of the most important drivers for a stronger SEK has been the
reversal of USD exposure in Sweden amongst financial institutions. Likely this increased dollar
hedging is one important part of institutions saying they are now long SEK compared to their
benchmarks and previous exposure. Corporates primarily hedge FX exposure whereas institutions
trade FX more actively: this time we think increased USD hedging has been the main driver for a
stronger SEK with Swedish institutions lowering their USD exposure. The perception of the market
positioning does not vary much between Corporates and Institutions.
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Financials net position
+61% (Apr-2020 +15%)

Corporates net position
-4% (Apr-2020 -35%)
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SEK drivers are positive now. The market perception of SEK drivers has changed
dramatically as the fortunes for SEK has turned positive. Unsurprisingly, the easing by the major
central banks Fed and ECB is seen as very positive for the SEK, as this together with an unchanged
Riksbank, means the relative outlook for monetary policy has turned in a SEK positive direction.
Swedish exports have also held up surprisingly well and elsewhere in this report we label the
development in the current account surplus as very krona positive. In the midst of the Covid-19 crisis
when we released our previous report (April 2020) Swedish fiscal policy was the most positive SEK
driver which is reasonable given the big scope for continued supportive measures to boost growth.
We think house prices have little or no impact on the SEK, however, and as is the case in every report,
liquidity and volatility remains the most hostile enemy of seeing SEK gaining. We think the view on
different market drivers supports our positive SEK outlook.
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Slow SEK appreciation expected. When it comes to the anticipated developments for

SEK, the market expects a gradually stronger SEK primarily against the USD but also vs the EUR. We
expect EUR/SEK to decline faster and we also see EUR/USD taking a leap higher meaning USD/SEK
will move quite quickly towards and below 8.00. Looking at the survey participants views on longterm fair values for SEK, the average respondent has revised lower the USD/SEK equilibrium rate
quite substantially: in one year the fair value has moved from 8.80 to 8.00. This is also in line with the
development of our own model SEB LTFV which is now indicating EUR/SEK and USD/SEK fair value at
9.64 and 7.48 respectively.
Survey participants FX forecasts

EUR/SEK
EUR/SEK
USD/SEK
USD/SEK
Dec-20
Jun-21
Dec-20
Jun-21
Average
10.35
10.14
8.78
8.46
Median
10.35
10.20
8.75
8.48
High
10.60
10.75
10.50
10.50
Low
10.00
9.50
8.40
7.90
Average during survey EUR/SEK 10.47, USD/SEK 8.91, EUR/USD 1.18
Implied EUR/USD forecast Dec-20: 1.18 and Jun-21: 1.20
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SEK remains a pro-cyclical currency. For some time now we have asked the survey
participants about their view on the correlation between SEK and the business cycle. In 2020 we
have seen a record-steep fall for the global economy and yet the trade-weighted SEK has
appreciated by 5-6% so far. In this survey 6 out 10 participants remain with the view that the krona
is indeed a pro-cyclical currency and almost 1 in 10 see the currency as very pro-cyclical. Hence
“only” about 30% of the market see the currency as neutral to slightly defensive and trading
uncorrelated or appreciating in times of declining global growth momentum. The fact that the market
holds SEK as a procyclical currency will also have an impact on how both domestic and international
corporates and investors adjust their SEK/FX hedges. When asked which currency will outperform
the other, SEK has for the first in a long time come out on top and we are slightly surprised by this
result (i.e. first time since 2011 when the ranking question was introduced in the survey). No survey
participant believes in either the NOK nor the USD which were the favoured currencies in the
previous surveys (NOK in April and the USD in October 2019).

Correlation SEK and the Business cycle (%)
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Increased FX hedging likely. When asked on future plans for FX hedging it seems that both
corporates and institutions are looking to, or have already made, some changes increasing their FX
hedges, which in turn may lead to additional SEK positive flows. One third of participants state the
lower Fed interest rates as the main rationale for increasing (USD) hedges, and 1 in 5 say that the
open FX exposure has worked less well as a natural hedge lately. Nearly 50% cites other reasons for
increasing FX hedges.

Riksbank outlook – muted expectations but the next move is a hike . In the
survey we also polled participants on the outlook for Swedish monetary policy. Overall, the survey
states a very cautious outlook for monetary policy, but it seems the Riksbank policy of refusing to cut
the repo rate is credible as only 8% expect the next move to be a cut! However, the anticipated rate
hike is only expected in 2022 or beyond. When asked on what would trigger a rate cut, the main
factor is again the ECB followed by weaker inflation. We think it is quite likely that the ECB will be
forced again to cut its interest rate, however we don’t think the Riksbank will follow that move unless
EUR/SEK falls well below 10.00. Read more in our article on the Riksbank and the fact that the
regime for monetary policy seems to have changed.
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Rate cut scenarios – global central banks expected to influence Riksbank policy

Main factor that can cause the Riksbank to cut the rate
Share of respondents, %
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US Election scenarios. We asked participants on their expectations as regards the US

election: 48% expect Joe Biden to win on November 3rd, whereas 33% expect the incumbent
Donald Trump to secure another 4 years in the White House. Almost 20% are calling for a contested
election or one that is an uncertain outcome. If Joe Biden would come out on top, then 38% of the
survey participants expect USD/SEK to immediately trade higher whereas 43% expect a weaker
USD/SEK. The USD is expected to trade stronger should Trump win where 53% favour a higher
USD/SEK vs 35% a weaker USD/SEK. Finally, the most USD positive scenario is the one where the
election outcome is uncertain: here 35% expect USD/SEK to strengthen by at least 1% which seems
natural.
Biden is expected to win – stronger USD should the election result be uncertain
Outcome of the US election

USD/SEK after the US election
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You can also find our research materials at our website: www.mb.seb.se. This report is produced by
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) for institutional investors only. Information and opinions
contained within this document are given in good faith and are based on sources believed to be
reliable, we do not represent that they are accurate or complete. No liability is accepted for any
direct or consequential loss resulting from reliance on this document. Changes may be made to
opinions or information contained herein without notice.
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Undervalued SEK is finding supportive flows
Every time we release a new SEK Views report we take a deeper look at the respective
flows for the krona. In this report you will find both our internal SEB SEK flows divided
up into the different client categories as well as the official balance of payments data
on Swedish trade and portfolio flows. The current account surplus is back at 6% of GDP
and Sweden has also a very strong net International Investment Position (+50% of
GDP). FX deposits have increased sharply over the past few years, i.e. large flows
could possibly be exchanged back from FX to SEK, especially so as SEK deposit rates
look relatively attractive vs euro equivalents. Finally, the SEK remains undervalued and
our long-term fair value model has revised lower its estimate of USD/SEK to 7.47.

Trade-weighted SEK has appreciated despite adverse global growth

SEB SEK Flows: Stated versus revealed preference
As usual, we have studied our own flows for different client categories in order to check if market
positioning is in line with the stated preference in the FX survey. In short, we think there is clear
support for the small Corporate SEK underweight and the Financial heavy SEK overweight.
Market position: For the market position, we use our aggregated net flow with foreign financial
institutions as a proxy. In the survey, the perceived market position has switched from a large net
short (-55%) to a small net long (+5%) SEK positioning. Looking into our proxy, we find support for a
very large short position around the timing of the previous SEK Views report in April. However, this
short position increased, according to our proxy, until around June before being scaled down
somewhat. But all in all, our proxy shows that the market is still short SEK versus the EUR. However,
looking at exchange rates, the largest change has been in USD/SEK following the USD losing its rate
support: USD/SEK is down 9.9% since April while EUR/SEK is only down 3.2%. A similar analysis,
focusing on USD/SEK clearly shows that this is where the action has been. However, the proxy shows
that the international buying of SEK primarily started in July, which indicate that the earlier decline in
USD/SEK was more driven by domestic accounts.
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Our proxy for the market supports the notion of large SEK buying versus the USD but not to the
same extent versus the EUR which seems fair given that the major price action since the previous
SEK Views has been USD/SEK lower (-9.9% since April vs -3.2% in EUR/SEK).

Offshore financials positioning vs USD/SEK
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Own position: As regards, participants’ own positions the large SEK overweight stated by financial
institutions in the survey are clearly confirmed by the revealed preferences in our flow data.
Foremost, this is seen when looking at the weekly sentiment (net flows divided by volume) which
shows net selling of USD/SEK more or less all weeks since the previous SEK Views report in April.
This supports the notion, raised above, that the early decline in USD/SEK was mostly due to domestic
accounts. For corporations there is no clear indication regarding revealed preference but the change
and stated position in the survey is also less extreme. Also, probably large distortions in orderbooks
and thus changes in FX behavior makes it more difficult than usual to determine the revealed
preference.

Domestic institutions have clearly been buying SEK since the prior SEK Views report in April

Domestic institutions
Net selling/buying SEK versus USD
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SEK flows according to the balance of payments
We have analysed the Swedish balance of payment statistics to look for clues on SEK drivers. The
corona crisis has had significant impact on both the current account and the financial account that
probably have contributed to a stronger krona. The implications for the near-term outlook for the SEK
are mixed. Reversal of large shifts in dividend payments and tourism could weigh on the krona, while
prospects for a reduction of FX deposits could contribute to a stronger krona. Continued increase in
the Swedish net international investment position (NIIP), which reached 50% of GDP at the end of
2019, should also be SEK supportive in the long term, especially considering that the current account
seems to be trending higher again.

Current account surplus is trending higher, but 2020 the upturn will be reversed
The current account surplus turned higher in the beginning of 2019 driven by a turn-around for net
goods trade. The shift in 2019 was explained by stronger exports and weaker imports, which slowed
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in line with weaker domestic demand. The improvement has accelerated during the corona crisis as
imports have declined significantly more than exports.
Current account surplus is trending higher

A more important reason for the marked upturn in the current account surplus in Q2 this year is that
corporate dividends were sharply reduced, and this caused payments from Swedish companies to
international investors to fall sharply. Swedish dividend payments are to a large extent paid in Q2
and, adjusted for seasonality, Swedish dividend payments declined by almost 3% of GDP. International dividends declined by significantly less causing a net inflow of payments. To some extent lower
than normal dividends payments have contributed to the stronger krona and if dividends are paid
later in the year this could, all things equal, contribute to a weaker krona. A probable slowdown in
foreign corporates’ dividend payments to Swedish owners could work in the same direction.
Swedish dividend payments have declined significantly more than international dividends

Tourism expenditure has also contributed to a stronger current account in 2020. Non-resident
consumption in Sweden declined by around 50% in the first half of the year, but Swedish resident
consumption abroad by almost 65%. As a result, net tourist expenditure turned into a net inflow in
Q2 this year increasing by around SEK 10bn compared to the end of last year. Tourist expenditure is
likely to normalize in the medium term, but the current situation is likely to remain at least until next
summer. The improved inflow from tourism corresponds to slightly less than 1% of GDP and is thus
significantly smaller than the shift in dividends.
Swedish consumption abroad has declined more than non-residents’ consumption in Sweden
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Net international investment position 50% of GDP
Swedish net assets abroad are trending steadily higher reaching 50% of GDP at the end of 2019.
The weaker krona explains parts of the increase since 2014, but large current account surpluses is
the most important reason.
Net international investment position are trending steadily higher

Foreign holdings of Swedish government bonds have declined in 2020, when the QE programme was
expanded. We have earlier highlighted lower foreign holdings of government bonds as an outflow
which we think has contributed to the weakening trend for the krona that started in 2014. In SEK
views October 2019 we highlighted a potential shift in this flow as a factor that could contribute to a
stronger krona, but it seems that foreign investors have continued to reduce their holdings of
Swedish central government debt. We continue to believe that a future turn of this outflow will
contribute to a stronger SEK further ahead. However, it is difficult to see a near-term trigger for such
a shift. Foreign holdings of mortgage bonds have also declined when the QE programme has
expanded. Holdings of SEK denominated bonds is largely unchanged as a share of outstanding.
Foreign holdings of Swedish debt have declined since the QE programme was expanded

Deposits are rising fast and the rate spread to the euro area is turning SEK positive
The central banks’ QE programmes and increased savings among households and corporations (due
to lower consumption and investments) are contributing to a sharp increase in bank deposits. At the
same time deposit rates are under downward pressure from central bank policy. Many corporations,
especially in the Euro area, are being charged to keep cash in the banks. Deposit rates are turning
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negative in the euro area, while deposit rates in Sweden have increased slightly following the
Riksbank’s rate hikes back to zero. We have highlighted that many companies have been keeping
cash in FX accounts to avoid negative interest rates in Sweden. According to the financial accounts,
deposits in foreign currency in Swedish banks have continued to increase during the first half of this
year. Metrics from our own bank partly contradict this with signs that FX deposits started to decline
this year. We can also see that the distribution in FX accounts is KIX-weighted e.g. most of the FX
funds placed are denominated in euro.
Deposits are rising fast and the rate spread to the euro area is turning SEK positive

Bank deposits have increased significantly and an important reason for this is the excess liquidity
created by the central bank’s QE programmes. Deposits from non-financials have increased
significantly and also household deposits are rising fast. The shift in the rate spread on deposits vs
the euro area and the big overall accumulation of FX deposits support our forecast that there will be
SEK positive flows as the relative attractiveness of exchanging euro for SEK increases. Hence, we
expect EUR/SEK will continue lower towards the end of this year and in 2021.
Bank deposits are rising fast

Trade-weighted SEK remains undervalued
The krona remains significantly undervalued even after the sharp SEK appreciation during summer.
The main reason is that the long-term fair value for the SEK has risen primarily due to a change in real
rate differentials where the USD has lost its previous support from higher rates. However, the longterm fair value of EUR/SEK has also changed since spring leaving EUR/SEK at a similar SEK
undervaluation. We now expect rate spreads to stay close to current levels for the foreseeable
future. Therefore, they should not continue to drive LTFV lower and increase the downside potential
for USD/SEK and EUR/SEK. However, possible other drivers for lower LTFV are improvements in
relative terms of trade due to Sweden having a less negative Covid-19 impact.
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The SEK remains undervalued according to our models

SEK seasonality and dividends: Saying goodbye to October weakness?

The SEK has a long and lasting tendency to depreciate in October, e.g. versus the EUR for all except
two years since 2003 and versus the AUD for all except one year since 2011. However, the
development so far certainly indicates a break from the normal pattern with the SEK being the 2nd
strongest G10 currency during the last 2 weeks, only being beaten by its close cousin the NOK.
Furthermore, the SEK appreciation has been predicted by our short-term fair value which indicates
that it is supported by fundamentals.
The very long-term October weakness has been a bit tricky to explain but we have identified three
factors which have been responsible for large parts of the SEK weakness at least for the past years:
1. Frequent and large downside surprises to inflation,
2. Dovish Riksbank October decision,
3. Falling 3m Stibor as the 3-month crosses over into the next year.

However, we have come to believe that these will not create the usual SEK headwinds this year.
Regarding the first point, inflation has lately had far less impact on the markets which the
development on 13 October illustrates very well. CPIF y/y for September surprised on the downside
(as usual in September) by 0.3 percentage points, but instead of rising following a downside surprise
EUR/SEK fell by around 6 figures. Clearly inflation is not the key SEK driver at the moment. Regarding
the impact from Riksbank rate decisions in October these have been scrapped and besides the
Riksbank is expected to keep policy unchanged for a very long time. Consequently, movements
following Riksbank’s meetings have been much smaller this year. We have written about the third
factor in a separate article (“Year-end effects on 3m Stibor”). In short, the usual decline in 3m Stibor
as it moves past year-end at the end of September has so far been relatively small this year due to a
smaller squeeze in USD. We expect 3m Stibor to continue somewhat lower but so far, the normal SEK
headwind from rates have been smaller than expected.
One factor that could work in favor of the weakening pattern this year is that some Swedish firms
have decided to pay out delayed dividends in late October. Usually most Swedish firms pay dividends
in March to May which is the most important reason for the weak SEK seasonal pattern during this
time. But this year most firms decided to delay or scrap dividends due to the Covid-19 crisis and
Swedish rules that stipulated that if you had given out dividends you were not alleged to the fiscal
stimuli otherwise offered to firms in need. In August and September some firms have decided to pay
the delayed dividend in October and there is thus a potential risk for a similar SEK outflow when
foreign shareholders retain the dividends abroad. However, looking further into the Swedish firms’
plans there are two things refuting the notion of this providing a SEK headwind in October:
1. There is only a limited number of firms planning to pay out dividends and most of them are smaller (i.e.
not on the OMXS 30 list) which indicate a much smaller than usual SEK outflow.
2. The payout dates are not spread out in October (as they usually are over many weeks in spring) but
very focused to the last days of October (foremost 29 October) and early of November (3-4).

The first point shows that size of the possible SEK outflow will be much smaller than what is usual
during the spring period with dividends. The second point indicates that even if there will not be a
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SEK headwind in October one should be careful as regards the last days of the month and early
November when the concentrated payout days together with usual noisy end-of-month flows could
have a short-term impact.
Limited number of firms are planning to pay out dividends this year
OMXS30 firms with planned dividend payouts
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Lastly, there is also a correction pattern after the strong summer performance for USD/SEK and
EUR/SEK. The SEK has not performed as strong as it did this summer in many years. Actually, only
three years (2009, 2012 and 2017) show similar appreciation trends. Following these it has been
common with partial corrections in the fall – especially for USD/SEK. The rise in September fitted
well into this pattern which should have continued at least throughout October to fit with history.
However, this time there are many factors arguing for a larger long-term SEK appreciation and most
currency swings take place quicker and faster than usual. Thus, we believe that this typical
correction is already behind us with the reaction we experienced in September. A pre-requisite for a
similar reaction with higher USD/SEK is probably a new dip in risk appetite which is not unthinkable
but clearly less related to a historical correction pattern.
EUR/SEK correction pattern following summers with strong SEK
2009

2012

2017

2020
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New monetary policy regime – but the SEK remains important
The Riksbank has refrained from cutting the repo rate during the COVID-19 crises but is
keeping the door open for a rate cut. According to several board members, the situation
today is completely different than in 2015-16 when the Riksbank cut the repo rate
to -0.50%. In this article, we compare today’s forecast with the outlook back then and
conclude that while the inflation and economic outlook clearly suggest a much worse
situation now, the SEK stands out as the factor working in the opposite direction. In our
view, the board is unclear about when and why rates cuts could become an effective
measure with some members indicating that rate cuts could be supportive during a
recovery phase while others highlight negative side effects. Comments about the SEK are
not clear but in our view the exchange rate is still important for the probability of a rate
cut but the SEK will likely have to strengthen significantly to cause such a move.

Another situation as in 2015-2016, or a new monetary policy regime?
The Riksbank has refrained from cutting the rate during the coronavirus crisis saying that it has not
been justified when the downturn in the economy is due to imposed restrictions and people’s
concerns about the spread of infection rather than weak demand. However, the board has not ruled
out rate cuts at a later stage during the economic recovery if this is assessed to be an effective
measure. At the latest policy decision, the board clarified that confidence in the inflation target is
important for a possible rate cut. In this article, we will discuss what can make the Riksbank actually
cut rates. In general, our impression is that the probability of a cut has been reduced over recent
months and we were a bit surprised how little it was discussed in the minutes in September.
As a starting point, we have compared the situation today with February 2015 when the Riksbank
introduced negative rates for the first time by cutting to -0.10% and presented its first QE
programme. We have also looked at February 2016 when the Riksbank made its final cut from 0.35% to -0.50%. What are the differences compared with the current situation? Graph 1 shows the
Riksbank’s inflation forecasts in 2015, 2016, and today. Like today, actual CPIF inflation was 0.71.0% but in contrast to today, the Riksbank forecasted that inflation would rise and be close to the
2% target within the next 12 months. One could argue that these forecasts were based on the
Riksbank policy with rate cuts and QE and that inflation otherwise would have been lower. Still,
comparing with the current situation, it is striking that the Riksbank makes such a different
assessment of the inflation outlook and the monetary policy.
Inflation expected to be clearly below the target
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Falling inflation expectations was highlighted as a very important motive for the expansionary
monetary policy in 2015-2016. In Q4 2014, Prospera’s 5y CPI expectations for all participants
declined to 1.72% and in January 2015 money market players expectations declined to 1.65%. In
February 2016 when the Riksbank made the final cut, all participants expectations had increased to
1.77% (Q4 2015) and money markets players expectations were 1.86% (Jan 2016). In Q2 this
year, 5y inflation expectations (CPIF) declined to 1.68% for all participants and to 1.65% for money
market players and expectations have been moving largely sideways in recent months. Hence,
inflation expectations are at or below the lows in 2015-2016.
On the economic outlook, there is a large difference. In 2015 and 2016, GDP grew by 4.1% and
3.2%, respectively, and the Riksbank predicted the GDP-gap to be close to zero or slightly positive in
the following years. This can be compared to the latest forecast where GDP is expected to decline by
-3.6% in 2020 and the output gap to be negative throughout the forecast horizon.
Long-term inflation expectations at or below the lows since 2015

Large difference on the economic outlook compared to 2015-2016

Worse inflation and economic outlook, but also weaker SEK
Between 2015 and February 2016, the KIX-index traded between 111-116, with an average of
112, and EUR/SEK traded between 9.10-9.65. Still, the Riksbank’s outlook was that the SEK would
strengthen quite significantly; in February 2015 the Riksbank forecasted an appreciation of 8%
towards the end of the forecast horizon and in February 2016 the KIX index was expected to
strengthen 4%. In 2016, the SEK had instead weakened by more than 2%. Between February 2015
and October 2019, the SEK weakened by 13% and during the acute phase of the coronavirus crisis in
March this year, EUR/SEK peaked at 11.36 intraday. In recent months, the SEK has strengthened but
compared with 2015-2016, the KIX-index is still 3-5.5% weaker. In its latest report, the Riksbank
forecast small KIX changes ahead, with an appreciation by 2% by the end of 2023.
Hence, while both the inflation and economic outlook clearly show that the current situation is worse
than in 2015-2016, the weak SEK stands out as a factor working in the opposite direction.
Repeatedly during 2015 and 2016, the Riksbank warned that an overly rapid appreciation of the
krona could dampen import prices and make it more difficult to push up inflation. In January 2016,
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the board mandated Governor Stefan Ingves and first deputy Governor Kerstin af Jochnick to
intervene in the currency market if necessary. This mandate was extended as late as in July 2018
and didn’t expire until February 2019. In recent years, the Riksbank has also shifted its
communication and especially during 2019, most board members highlighted confidence risks with a
further depreciation of the SEK and indicated that the economy would not benefit from an even
weaker krona.
Weaker SEK than in 2015-2016 and small changes expected ahead

Rate cut less likely, but what could change this?

The press releases from the three latest Monetary Policy reports say that rates are expected to
remain unchanged, but cuts are possible if this is seen as an efficient measure. The minutes are,
however, unclear about when and why rate cuts could become efficient with some board members
indicating that rate cuts could be supportive during a recovery phase while others highlight negative
side effects and the risks for negative deposit rates for households.
Comments about the exchange rate are not very clear either and the only board member that is
explicit that a weaker krona would not be desirable is Martin Flodén. However, other board members
seem to welcome that the krona strengthened from the very weak levels during the spring (when
EUR/SEK temporarily increased to 11.40) by stating in interviews and speeches that the stronger
krona since March is not problematic.
It is clear that the board wants to keep the possibility for negative rates alive but is significantly less
clear what could make the board cut rates again. The Riksbank’s forecast that the repo rate will
remain at zero for the foreseeable future without any bias towards a rate cut implies that the board
currently is far from a rate cut and at a press conference governor Ingves even said that the
probability for a rate hike and a rate cut were equally large. We think that the exchange rate is
important for the probability and think that Martin Flodén’s comments from the latest minutes that a
combination of stronger krona and falling inflation and inflation expectations could trigger a cut (see
collection of Riksbank quotes below) are important. We have made a calculation what would happen
to inflation if the krona would strengthen towards its long-term fair value against the euro during
2021 (EUR/SEK 9.65 and USD/SEK 7.70). According to our estimate, CPIF would be well below the
Riksbank’s forecast with CPIF remaining mainly below 1% until the end of 2022. In our view, this is a
reasonable scenario that would result in Riksbank cutting rates to -0.50 again in 2022.
In the appendix we have highlighted speeches and comments from the minutes from different board
members indicating that the krona is an important reason for abstaining from rate cuts in the current
situation.
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Significant strengthening of the SEK likely to cause rate cuts at a later stage

Appendix: Speeches and comments from different board
Martin Flodén – Minutes from policy meeting 21 Sep: “My assessment is that the Swedish economy,
and thereby inflation developments in the long run, would not have benefited from a krona exchange rate
at the weak levels we saw in March and April… In such a scenario, it may also be appropriate to cut the
policy rate, and this applies in particular if the krona continues to strengthen rapidly at the same time as
inflation expectations fall.”
Anna Breman – Minutes from policy meeting 27 Apr: “The Swedish krona, which has weakened since
the outbreak of the corona pandemic, would probably weaken further if the repo rate was cut.”
Bloomberg 11 May: “A weaker SEK could affect already vulnerable industries”. Minutes from policy
meeting 21 Sep: “The crisis increases the probability for rates close to zero many years to come and this
increases the risk for negative side effects from negative rates.”
Stefan Ingves – Bloomberg 10 Jun: “Would be worrying if the krona gains too… FX intervention not
on the agenda right now”. Bloomberg 22 Sep: “Appreciation of the Swedish krona not a cause for
concern.” Bloomberg 3 Sep: “Krona development not been main concern past half year”.
Cecilia Skingsley – Bloomberg 4 Sep “Development in Swedish crown I do not see as particularly
dramatic.” Bloomberg 3 Sep: “Can't be sure negative rate would work as well as before”
Henry Ohlsson – Bloomberg 7 Oct: ”Going negative is a large, but not impossible step”.
Per Jansson – Dagens industri 9 Sep: “The recent rapid strengthening of the krona is currently no major
concern, but wage growth must not get stuck at recent low levels”. Bloomberg 2 Sep “In such a
scenario, where the fundamental confidence in the inflation target is at stake, certainly I wouldn’t
hesitate supporting a lowering of the policy rate, even it would mean that we would have to live with
a negative rate for a “pretty long period of time… Would then also be ready to accept negative rates
on normal deposit accounts even if it isn’t a good idea”. Bloomberg 2 Sep: “Exchange rate one
important factor for inflation outlook.”

You can also find our research materials at our website: www.mb.seb.se. This report is produced by
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) for institutional investors only. Information and opinions
contained within this document are given in good faith and are based on sources believed to be
reliable, we do not represent that they are accurate or complete. No liability is accepted for any
direct or consequential loss resulting from reliance on this document. Changes may be made to
opinions or information contained herein without notice.
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Year-end effects on 3m Stibor
On September 29, the coming 3-month period moved past year-end. Since then, the 3month Stockholm interbank offered rate (Stibor) has fallen by more than 4 basis points
to its current level of -0.06 per cent. Increased dollar liquidity has softened this yearend effect so far and has made developments somewhat more uncertain, but the
combination of a sharp upturn in surplus SEK liquidity and Sweden’s annual resolution
fee is expected to push 3m Stibor somewhat lower in the coming months. Meanwhile
this year’s rebound from the low point is expected to be smaller than in prior years.

Increased demand for US dollars and the resolution fee

Since 2015, year-end effects on 3m Stibor have been a recurring phenomenon. The rate has tended
to go increasingly negative, to levels below the Riksbank’s repo rate, in the months before year-end.
The main explanations for the behaviour of 3m Stibor are a generally increased demand for USD in
the global banking system and the resolution fee that Swedish banks must pay to the National Debt
Office (NDO). Increased demand for dollars before year-end pushes down 3m Stibor via the foreign
exchange (FX) forward contract market. Because of the resolution fee, Swedish banks meanwhile
wish to hold down their balance sheet, leading them to offer liquidity in the interbank market at a
very low interest rate. Together these factors affect short-term Swedish rates and push down 3m
Stibor.
Increased excess liquidity has pushed 3m stibor clearly lower since the financial turmoil in March

The Swedish resolution fee and the new risk tax

Since 2016 Swedish banks have paid a resolution fee that is based on their year-end balance sheet
two years back in time. The resolution fee and the resolution fund are part of Sweden’s
implementation of the European Union’s Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD), which aims
at managing future crises at banks. The resolution fund is intended to help provide financial
resources for this. Sweden’s implementation means that the resolution fund should be equal to 3 per
cent of guaranteed deposits in the banking system. After peaking at 0.125 per cent in 2018 (based
on the bank’s balance sheet at the end of 2016), the fee has gradually fallen. In the past two years it
was 0.05 per cent, which is also the latest annual fee. According to our calculations, Swedish banks
will need to pay the resolution fee until at least 2024 (thereby affecting each bank’s balance sheet
until at least the end of 2022).
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On September 17, 2020, the Swedish government also proposed a new risk tax on certain credit
institutions, on grounds that taxation should increase for credit institutions that risk causing
substantial indirect costs to the public sector in case of a financial crisis. The proposed law would go
into effect on January 1, 2022 and has been sent out for formal consultation, with responses due by
November 13. If the law goes into effect, early in 2022 credit institutions will pay a tax of 0.06 per
cent of debts related to their Swedish operations. In 2023 the tax will increase to 0.07 per cent. This
means that at least during 2021 and 2022 the risk tax in addition to the resolution fee will increase
the desire among Swedish banks to lower their balance sheet totals further.

Less clear movements in recent years
After 3m Stibor averaged 12 basis points below the repo rate at the end of 2015, 2016 and 2017,
the year-end effect was less in the two subsequent years. This was partly because the resolution fee
had become smaller, but perhaps mainly because the Riksbank raised its key interest rate in both
December 2018 and 2019. Last year the effect was probably also reduced because in March 2019
Sweden’s Financial Supervision Authority (FSA) introduced a liquidity coverage ratio (LCR)
requirement in Swedish kronor, which limited how much the banks could reduce their SEKdenominated liquidity. In spite of this, 3m Stibor fell by 4 bps when the 3-month period moved past
year-end at the end of September 2019, and 3m Stibor fell by a total of 7 bps in the following weeks.
After that, however, 3m Stibor began to climb after the Riksbank unexpectedly reaffirmed its
forecast of a December key rate hike at its October 2019 policy meeting.
This year’s downturn has been slowed by increased dollar liquidity

So far this year’s downturn has been slowed by increased dollar liquidity
In 2020 the 3-month period rolled past year-end on September 29, with 3m Stibor falling by 3.4 bps.
Since then it has fallen by a total of more than 4 bps and it currently stands at about -0.06 per cent.
The main reason why this movement has been smaller in 2020 is that so far, there has not been the
same demand for US dollars as in prior years. This is probably explained by the sharp increase in
dollars in financial systems after the Federal Reserve’s recent policy measures. Historically,
however, the demand for USD has been subject to rapid shifts and we still see a risk that it will
increase before year-end. Looking at Sweden, the Riksbank’s large bond purchases have greatly
swelled its balance sheet this year. So far the central bank has chosen to let a large proportion of this
surplus liquidity remain in the system and has only withdrawn about half the liquidity in its weekly
certificates. This means there are substantially more Swedish kronor in the system this year than in
2019. In addition, as a consequence of the COVID-19 crisis and uncertainty in financial markets, the
FSA has temporarily suspended the LCR requirement in Swedish kronor. Banks are still required to
report to the FSA if they are in violation of the requirement, but the need to build up a large buffer has
probably decreased somewhat. In our assessment, the large surplus of SEK liquidity will further
depress short-term rates. We are sticking to our forecast that 3m Stibor will bottom out at around 0.10 per cent but that the risk is on the upside.
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More liquidity in the system to limit a rebound when the year-end effect fade

When will 3m Stibor rebound?
Before year-end 2015, 2016 and 2017, 3m Stibor bottomed out around late November or early
December. After that we saw a rapid rebound, with a less negative 3m Stibor. In 2018 and 2019
these movements were affected by Riksbank key interest rate hikes, with 3m Stibor already hitting
bottom in early October and then climbing rapidly. While movement so far this year indicates that
downward pressure on 3m Stibor will perhaps be somewhat less than we initially expected, we
meanwhile believe that the rebound will be smaller this year. 3m Stibor has fallen by more than 40
bps since peaking in April. By late August it was already below the repo rate as surplus liquidity in the
system rapidly increased. An unchanged repo rate for an extended period ahead and continued large
quantitative easing (QE) purchases by the Riksbank suggest that this trend will continue. The
downturn in 3m Stibor has indirectly represented a lowering of interest rates and we believe that the
Riksbank will not change its certificate strategy. This indicates that 3m Stibor can continue to trade
at around or slightly below zero when the year-end effect fades.

What are the implications for the SEK?
SEK has a very long-lasting seasonal pattern where it tends to weaken in October only to strengthen
in December, and especially the second half of December. The last couple of years the 3m Stibor
moves have contributed to this pattern. If the downwards pressure on 3m Stibor continues to be
lesser this year one major headwind for SEK in October will be significantly smaller this year. This is
one reason for us believing that the probability of a new October with weak SEK is far smaller than
usual this year. In the article “SEK Flow analysis” we list more arguments indicating the same thing:
this year it seems time to say good buy to the October SEK weakness!

